
A technology of 



„Everything comes from water! Everything   
is maintained through water!” 
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe 



Water is far more than just a liquid used 
for drinking, washing and irrigating 



Did you know that… 



The quantity of water in the world remains 
unchanged, but the quality is changing 



71% 
of the earth’s  
surface is covered  
in water,  
 

but only 2,5%  
consits of drinkable 
fresh water 



... of which is 1,7% frozen in ice and glaciers, 

    0,7% groundwater and 

    0,1% surface water, 



less than 0,8%  
is available as drinking water. 



1 2 3 
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We live in a very thirsty world 



 400,000 liter         27,000 liter           20,000 liter 

            16,600 liter            15,500 liter           11,000 liter 

   5,000 liter          3,500 liter  1,000 liter 

Water consumption 



It‘s time to think about our water quality 



The majority of 
water which 
enters our homes, 
we use as 



toilet flushing 

33 liter 
dish washing 

7 liter 
landry washing 

15 liter 
cleaning & gardening  

7 liter 

…process water! 

Water consumption per household/day in Germany: 



We need just 4 liter for cooking and drinking. 

Amazing! 



Our water collection has different origins: 

Water collection from groundwater  
water below the earth‘s surface, formed by the percolation of rainwater or 
migration from seas and rivers 

Water collection from surface water 
water above the earth‘s surface like lake water, river water, water taken 
from dams or reservoirs and not yet percolated rain water 

Water collection from spring water  
water originating from natural, underground and pollutant-free reservoirs 
that has emerged naturally to the earth’s surface; so-called artesian 
matured water 

Where does our water come from? 



The long journey of tap water 

1 2 3 

4 5 



Environmental factors and their impact on 
water 



Now what has all of this got to do with my 
own home? 



Saving costs through the use of bio-
energetic activated aquaSpin water 



Lime as a problem in households and its 
consequences 

It settles in an ever-increasing thickness on the inner walls as a stubborn layer, which 
can lead after a very short time to high energy loss, blocked pipes, calcified heating 
rods in the washing machine, boiler and kettle or restricted water flow and the 
possibility of bursting pipes. 



Legionella – a danger from the faucet 



Troublemakers of heating systems 
= performance reduction 

HYDROXIDE MAGNETITE 



Why do all those deposits occur? 

STAINLESS 
STEEL COPPER PLASTIC ZINC 

COLD WATER HOT WATER 



The magic word: RENATURATION 



Everywhere in nature we can see forms of 
streaming, meandering and twisting 



Nature does not know straight lines, it 
seems to love the creation of forms in all 
possible varieties 



Nature purifies water by its self-cleaning 
power 



Water is far more than just H20 



Let‘s have a closer look at the structure of 
water 

A water molecule consists of two hydrogen 
atoms and one oxygen atom.  
 
The water molecule is a dipole, it has one 
negative pole (O - atom) and one positive 
pole (both H - atoms).  
 
Water molecules connect with each other to 
lager aggregations, so-called “clusters”.  



The kind of cluster is an indicator for the 
quality of water. 

scheme of water cluster 

In general, it can be said that the smaller the 
cluster structure, the better the water quality. 
Small water clusters can better manage to 
penetrate the body cells. 
 
The academic world has discovered that water 
enters  the inner cell through specific water 
channels, so-called “aquaporins”. 
 
For proving those water channels in the cell 
membrane, the scientist Peter Agre was 
awarded the Nobel Price for Chemistry in 2003. 



The information power of water 



The information force of water 
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Because of its particular physical structure as 
liquid crystal, water is able to absorb, store and 
pass on frequency patterns from other substances. 
 
„Scientists assume that the storage capacity within 
one drop of water is significantly higher as of all ever 
built computers together.“ 
 
But just as computers, clusters are also „sensitive 
creatures“. Both require “gentle” handling. By harsh 
handling those clusters clump together, so says the 
water researcher Karl Maret. 
 
Harsh handling like for example the pumping of water 
from the underground, the transport in pipes at high 
pressure or the pressing through filters, has a negative 
impact on water. 



Water has a memory 

We know, from the work of the Japanese 
Masaru Emoto at the latest that water is 
actually capable of storing information from 
it’s environment. 
 
For example, Emoto exposed water to 
different types of music. Afterwards, each 
water sample was frozen to form water 
crystals and investigated under a microscope.  
 
The form of the water crystal shows that 
water forms different crystals depending on 
the type of music played. 

Source: Messages from Water. From Masura Emoto 



Living water – Viktor Schauberger 

Viktor Schauberger 1885-1958 
 
As a nature-loving forester he discovered 
a number of methods which were of great 
use for farming and in dealing with water 
(for example log flumes). His principle was: 
“Understand nature and copy it.” 
 
Schauberger developed a completely new 
concept of nature, energy and, not least, 
consciousness. 
 
Viktor Schauberger is known, like Wilhelm 
Reich, Nikola Tesla and Georges Lakhovsky, as a 
discoverer of so-called “free energy”. 

Source: Living Water. Viktor Schauberger and the 
Secrets of Natural Energy. From Olof Alexandersson 



We combine the ideas and findings of 
water pioneers 

Viktor Schauberger (implosion effect) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dr. Wilhelm Reich (orgone accumulator) 

              Georges Lakhovsky (form radiation)    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Eckhard Weber (information transfer) 



The solution: RENATURATION of tap water 



We treat water following the model of 
nature 

The aquaSpin is a multi-layered bio-energy accumulator with a special implosion 
technique to provide low-energy water considerable assistance to regain its original 
condition. 

9 Worldwide uniqueness with our components 
9 One-time investment – no maintenance or service costs are involved 
9 No consumption of electricity and waste water 
9 No use of chemicals  
9 Quality „Made in Germany“ 
9 Inspected by TÜV Hessen and certified components 



Cross-sectional drawing I: aquaSpin PVC 1 inch 

Neodymium magnets: 
Magnetic field for 
limescale treatment 

Pre-accumulation 
chamber: Water comes 
into contact with the 
round plate and is fed 
into the channels of 
the meander helix. 

After the streamlined round plate the water comes 
into contact with three large inlet channels and is 
then fed through the POM-meander helix based on 
nature. A left- and right-turning whir is generated at 
every turn of meandering process. Then the water 
is fed into three angled channels, resulting in a 
higher flow speed of the water. The water is thus 
prepared for an optimal energy absorption through 
the bio-energy radiator and the following implosion. 

In and after the meander helix 
the water is enriched by the 
bio-energy accumulator with 
oxygen information and other 
positive water information. 

Water turbulence 

Neodymium magnets: 
Magnetic field for 
limescale treatment 



Cross-sectional drawing II: aquaSpin PVC 1 inch 

A powerful left-turning 
copper helix with 13 
coils is located on the 
inner PVC tube. 

Maintenance-free mini 
bio-energy accumulator, 
radiating against the 
direction of flow. As a 
result, information is 
passed to the water 
before it arrives at the 
polyoxymethylene  
(POM) meander helix. 

The POM meander 
helix generates the 
meandering and the 
desired turbulence 
effect, also known as 
an implosion, which is 
also used in nature. 

Bio-energy accumulator (maintenance-free orgone radiator) with a 
nine-rib geometrical radiation form, in the direction of flow of the 
water. Above this there is an additional right-turning Lakhovsky 
copper helix (not displayed on this diagram). Another brass probe 
with a milled geometrical helix and additional turbo-charger, an 
ampoule with special medicinal water (Nordenau healing gallery) 
rock crystals, quartz sand and biological cotton in which positive 
information is stored are all located on the inside of the bio-energy 
accumulator. As a result the energy absorption ability of the water is 
maximized, even if the water is calm. 

On the inside is a water 
ampoule with spring 
water from an especially 
powerful medicinal spring. 



Practical applications for households  and 
daily advantages 



Pure Taste – Re-discover aroma! 

Made to suit your taste! 
Did you know that we humans can differentiate between 
ten thousand different aromas? Not without reason is an 
“explosion of flavors” referred to in this context.  
 
Bio-energetic activated water convinces through its fine 
taste, easy digestibility and long shelf-life.  
All aromas and ingredients can develop to their full extent 
in modified aquaSpin water.  
 
It is for this very reason that lovers of coffee and tea 
swear on soft, fresh and activated water. This guarantees 
exceptional drinking enjoyment and all foodstuffs become 
part of an incomparable taste experience. 
 
Enjoy with all your senses and still have a good feeling. 
Simply do something for your well-being. Stay relaxed and 
have a clear conscience regarding the environment.  



Improvement in the water quality and 
active limescale protection 

Baths and showers 
The mains water that is transformed using aquaSpin 
becomes silky-soft feel-good water. Whether in the 
bathroom, shower or in a whirlpool or swimming pool, 
the activated water is a real treat for the skin and hair 
and preserves the state of taps and fixtures. 
 
After a bath in aquaSpin water, the skin feels softer, hair 
is shiny, your muscles are more relaxed and you feel full 
of energy. 
 
Additionally, users of the aquaSpin technology provide 
an active contribution to environmental protection due 
to the positive change in the water, because they save 
on shower gel, shampoo and bath additives through the 
softness of the water. 



Positive impact on equipment and surfaces 

Washing and coffee machine, dishwasher, kettle, etc. 
Over time an increasing amount of limescale becomes 
deposited on our washing machine. In addition to the 
heating rod, limescale also damages the drum, hoses 
and pipes. The heating rod may break down. Hoses 
which are corroded by limescale become leaky and can 
cause damage to a washing machine.  
 
Limescale also affects the washing performance: Not all 
traces of detergent are able to be removed from the 
inside of the machine, particularly at low temperatures. 
This may lead to mold, bacteria and, not least, to 
unpleasant smells. Other devices also suffer from 
limescale. As a result, chemical descaling agents from 
the supermarket are often used. 
 
After the installation of aquaSpin, limescale deposits are 
from now on much easier to remove, can be quite 
simply wiped off with a damp cloth. You do not simply 
save on time but also on money for detergents. 



Further benefits 

What our customers say: 
 
• Animals prefer vitalized water and drink more of it 
• When animals drink activated water the immune 

system of the animals becomes more robust 
resulting in fewer costs of veterinary expenses 

• Older animals become more vital 
• More beautiful fur thanks to activated water 
• Animals become more balanced 
• Watering bowls and troughs remain longer algae-

free 
• Milk tastes more refined and higher milk output of 

cows has been experienced 
• Higher agricultural yields  
• Stronger plant growth; for example grain, fruits and 

vegetables 
• Cut flowers stay longer fresh 
• Vegetables and fruits stay longer fresh 
• Better barn climate and better rotting of the dung 



Our aquaSpin technology finds 
applications in many varied fields 



Studies, experience, reports, & findings 



Humans = “Creatures of the water“ 
Water is the carrier of life and has become more and 
more frequently the center of health discussions. 
Many complaints and illnesses are related to the 
water shortage in the body. Water shortage effects 
the physical and physiological body functions. 
 
 
Water fulfills numerous functions in the body as ... 
... solving agent 
... transport agent 
... cleansing agent 
... carrier of information 
 
 
Did you know? 
98% of all metabolic functions in the human body 
depend on two factors: the quantity and quality of 
water. 

Water shares in the body 
Brain           ~ 85 % 

Eyeball        ~ 90 % 

Lungs           ~ 84 % 

Heart           ~ 75 % 

Liver            ~ 85 % 

Kidneys       ~ 83 % 

Intestine    ~ 77 % 

Muscles      ~ 75 % 

Blood           ~ 83 % 

Skin              ~ 70 % 

Lymph         ~ 96 % 

Bones          ~ 25 % 



Findings dark field microscopy 

Experiment 1 
A drop of blood is drawn from 
the finger tip of the index finger 
of a test subject and then 
examined under the microscope 

Experiment 2  
Test subject takes a glass with 
bio-energetic activated water 
from the aquaSpin: Drop of 
blood is drawn and examined 
like in Test 1 

Experiment 3 
Test subject takes a glass of local 
tap water: Drop of blood is drawn 
and examined like in Test 1 

Experimental design:  



Bio-Energy-Study 

Water, energized through the 
aquaSpin technology, has a 
positive impact on  
 

� the energy level,  

� the regulation ability 

� and the stress level  

 

of the human organism. 



For example, the change in the stress 
index:  

intense 
working day 

relaxed 
working day 

basic condition aquaSpin 



Results of the study 
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Chrystal analysis by Hagalis institute for 
quality test 

Neutral sample city tap water,  
400-fold Magnification,  
without aquaSpin 

Sample of water treated by 
the aquaSpin technology 



Kirlian Photography 

Kirlian Photography  
of not activated water 

Kirlian Photography 
of activated water (harmonic radiance) 

Kirlian Photography  
of chemical cleaning agent 

(aggressive radiance) 

Kirlian Photography 
of healthy blood 

similar to the radiance of activated water 



Water quality made visible 

Crystallized water from a city tap water  under a 
microscope  
• shapeless and powerless 
• no vitality 

Crystallized water after the contact with the 
aquaSpin technology 
• geometric 
• harmonic and powerful 



Crystalline depiction of a tomato‘s cell 
water 



Application in bakeries 

left: 
whole-grain bread 
Baked with regular  
tap water 

right: 
whole-grain bread 

baked with aquaSpin 
water 



Effect in piping systems in the light of past 
experiences 

before  after 



Experiences with heating water 

Hydroxide Magnetite 

aquaSpin gives the water its vitality and self-
cleaning power back  



Application example boiler 1 

Age 
25 years 

Hot water storage tank after the aquaSpin has been installed for 6 months, 30 degrees of 
hardness. No deposits are present anymore. 



Application example boiler 2 

Age  
25 years 

Hot water storage tank after the aquaSpin has been installed for 5 months, 17 degrees of 
hardness (Munich). In 2014 took the last cleaning place. No deposits are present anymore. 



Investigations in the horticulture about the 
effect of bio-resonances  

At the university of applied sciences Erfurt investigations on the effect of bio-resonances  and 
orgone-energies on horticultural and agricultural plants  were carried out. In operation was a 
preceding model of the aquaSpin. The investigations were manly conducted at the university‘s 
open spaces. In the following, the findings are presented in short. 



Red cabbage – test field university Erfurt 

Red cabbage watered with regular tap 
water 

Red cabbage watered with aquaSpin 
water 



Lettuce– test field university of Erfurt 

Lettuce watered with 
regular tap water 

Lettuce watered with 
aquaSpin water 



untreated 
barley 

treated 
barley 



Experiments on lettuce in Israel 

Heads of lettuce watered with 
regular tap water 

Heads of lettuce watered with 
aquaSpin water 



Experiences gained in the Siam Park in 
Tenerife 



Application in the free nature 

(1) 
(2) 

(3) 

(1) Sea with algae strain. (2) Installation aquaSpin 1.5 inch. Processes are stimulated. Short-term 
deterioration due to increased algae growth. (3) Sharp decline of algae growth. Healthy 
ecosystem restored. 



Slurry revitalizer and  
aquaSpin water activator can positively 

influence the ecosystem! 

A perfect interplay in the agriculture 



Agriculture – slurry-revitalizer 

We need a healthy agriculture that orients itself towards natural and ecological processes and 
cycles. Our slurry-revitalizers and aquaSpin water activators achieve that animals and plants 
unite in a healthy cycle, as it was originally the case. 



Effect on slurry in the light of past 
experience 

1 

2 

3 

The slurry-revitalizer is a multi-layered bio-energy 
accumulator promoting the aerobic rotting process of 
the slurry. Because of the special frequencies and 
information emitted by the slurry-revitalizer, the micro-
organisms necessary for the rotting process are 
activated. This has the following effects: 
 
9 Homogenization of the slurry 
9 Reduced odor nuisance arising from the slurry 
9 Reduced ground water pollution 
9 Stimulation of soil and plants after the fertilizing with 

vitalized slurry  
9 Formation of humus 
9 Good plant compatibility 



Certifications 
of the activators (TÜV) as well as further 
certifications of the used components 



Certificate ÜV Hessen (Technische 
Überwachung Hessen GmbH) 
Industry Service Department 

1 

2 

3 



Georg Fischer Piping Systems Ltd. 
The PVC-U formulae used comply with the KTW 
recommendations of the Federal German Health 
Office. (multi-page document) 

1 

2 

page 1 

page 9 



1 

2 

TZW Technologiezentrum Wasser  
The fittings which are made of the material 
PVC 10 comply with the requirements of 
the KTW corporate principles of the 
Federal Environment Agency  



DVGW Deutscher Verein des Gas- 
und Wasserfaches e.V.  
Microbiological testing of plastic  
PVC-U pipes based on CaZn stabilizers 
for drinking water distribution. 
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3 



Testing of Tangit PVC adhesives 





Declaration stainless steel 



Reading guide 



MANY THANKS 
for your attention 


